Smarter Solutions
Wetstock management

Smarter wetstock solutions
Tokheim ProGauge manufactures, installs and services
a complete suite of environmental and wetstock
management solutions. We offer a variety of systems
for the retail, commercial and depot markets including
probes, consoles, and analytic services. Our wetstock
solutions ensure you comply with local legislation,
improve inventory tracking, and they simplify the delivery
process. And, by choosing Tokheim you know that you
will have the local support of the world’s leading fuel
retail specialists.

“From industrial probes for
fuel depots, to wetstock
systems for tankers, right
through to innovative tank
level gauges across your
forecourt.”

A range of flexible Probes and Fuel Quality Sensors

XMT Probes

XMT Wireless

XMT Exd

These intrinsically safe probes are
manufactured in rigid stainless
steel to offer a durable, long-lasting
and quality solution. Utilising
magnetostrictive technology they are
highly accurate and are available in a
range of sizes (500mm – 5500 mm).
These probes are suitable for all fuel
types including LPG and AdBlue®.

Innovative wireless probes using
smart technology for improved
reliability and reduced interference.
A dedicated bandwidth for metering
and telemetry is better suited to the
service station environment. Low
power consumption extends the
battery life up to 5 years. The easy
installation of the wireless probes and
antennas eliminates the need to dig
up a site to install wiring.

Suitable for certain environments,
such as depots, where an explosion
proof probe is required. It is
manufactured in a robust stainless
steel shaft and enclosure for added
durability. For improved accuracy of
data, an internal battery unit provides
back-up power when the energy
supply is cut.

Fuel Quality Sensor
This unique system can detect fuel quality in a matter
of seconds. Standalone or in combination with a console and
probes the sensor will directly and simultaneously measure
the viscosity, density, dielectric constant and temperature of
fuels.
Relying on patented tuning fork technology, the sensor
monitors the direct and dynamic relationship between
multiple physical properties to determine the quality,
condition and contaminant loading of fuels such as diesel,
biodiesel, gasoline, Jet fuel and kerosene.

A flexible range

When it comes to choosing a console Tokheim ProGauge
has a wide variety of options to select from. Available
from 2 to 32 tanks our Maglink consoles offer flexible
configurations for use in a variety of fuelling set ups.

Scalable Consoles

MagLink LX

MagLink 8T

MagDirect

Tokheim ProGauge’s MagLink LX is the
next generation console that offers
flexible and industry standard features
and functions. Using a Linux operating
system and with the option of wired
or wireless probes, the console can
manage from 1 to 32 probes without
the need to add expansion modules.

This entry level tank gauge console,
managing up to and including 8
tanks, with its touch screen and serial
interfaces provides a cost-effective
solution to fuel management.

Tokheim ProGauge’s MagDirect
console is a cost-effective solution
that provides a direct connection from
the Point of Sale (POS) to the probe. It
comes equipped with an intrinsically
safe barrier and multiple POS
interfaces are supported. It allows up
8 probes to be connected to the POS.

Supporting both wired and wireless
probes the system can interface with
all the major POS suppliers.

With a web based server the remote
fuel management and connectivity is
supported by any web enabled PC or
tablet.

Simple, modern comms
Often the best solution is the simplest
one. That’s why we’ve added easy to
use features to our powerful consoles
such as SMS communication. If you
text it, it will text you back to tell you
how much fuel is in the tanks.

Additional Tokheim ProGauge solutions

Data Analysis

3D Laser

Tank Lining

Through Fairbanks, our wetstock
analysis partners, you can add value
and insight to your data. An analyst
monitors your site 24/7 for losses
and alerts the site about any issues
(e.g. leaks or fuel theft). They will
investigate and provide exact findings
on any loss.

This innovative automatic tank
calibration system utilises a 3D Laser to
provide an accurate strapping table for
the console or point of sale. It is safer,
faster and more cost-effective than
the traditional method used. It is ATEX
certified and metrologically approved.

Tokheim and its partner, Fenotec,
offer a pioneering tank lining solution.
Using a patented mounting system the
durable leak protection is installed in
just days to provide years of protection
to underground tank units. The solution
reduces costs, increases safety and
provides long-term environmental
protection for your forecourt.

Depot/Tanker solutions

POS Integration

Installation and Service

We offer a set of solutions to manage
fuel inventory every step of the way.
Fuel depot probes up to 12 metres in
length plus detailed wetstock software
applications. We help track fuel from
depot to delivery through accurate
vehicle tanker probes and sensors.

Tokheim ProGauge solutions can
help bring additional power to your
POS system. We directly interface
to Tokheim’s Fuel POS plus a number
of third party POS systems so that
you can track inventory and manage
wetstock from one central location.

Tokheim’s local experts work with you
to ensure that the solution we deliver is
adapted and optimised for deployment
in your marketplace. We install and
service ProGauge solutions in a safe and
secure manner to ensure your systems
operate long into the future.

Contact

Further information

Tokheim Headquarters

For any further information and detailed contacts for each
country, please visit our website at www.tokheim.com or email
us at global.marketing@tokheimglobal.com.

Unit 3 Baker Road
West Pitkero Industrial Estate
DD5 3RT Dundee
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0)1382 598 000
Fax: +44 (0)1382 598 001
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*As Tokheim regularly improves its products in line with
evolving market and regulatory requirements, it reserves the
right to change any of the specifications of these products, and
this document without prior notice.

www.tokheimprogauge.com

